
Spiritual Exercises

For mixed choir

Motet No. 3



The work is performed with three groups placed in different parts of the church. 
These groups are marked I, II, III, and passages that are sung by the whole choir 
are marked TUTTI.

The work can also be performed with the whole choir in one place and then 
all passages are sung by everyone except for the boxes (see above).

The tempo for the tutti passages should be chosen to suit the acoustics, i.e. in churches
with greater reverberation a slower tempo should be chosen for better precision.

The entire piece should be sung meditatively and with feeling.

Carl Unander-Scharin, Stockholm, February 2005
Setting for mixed choir revised 2006.

œ Non vibrato/ Normal vibrato (timbre)
non vibr

œ
normale

œ- Legato, but slightly detached, 
with different articulation depending on the acoustics.œ- œ-

œ Short fermata
.

œ Box: A box passage continues until the last entry has been 
sung twice. The conductor then makes a fermata and each 
singer holds the note that they have reached.
In each box passage there is one box where two parts sing 
a fourth or a fifth simultaneously. This is performed “unisono”.
The remaining parts in each box passage are sung “individuale”: 
each singer sings his/her entry with one second’s delay. 
The conductor gives a sign to each part to start their chain of entries.
The order in which the different parts enter is determined 
by their placing in the church.

Vowels are notated with IPA symbols.

The structural form of the interludes can be found in the Yoga Sutras
of Patanjali and in the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius of Loyola.
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Explanations and comments
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Verk av/Works by Carl Unander-Scharin

Mäster Eckhart.  
Motett nr 1. Text: Mäster Eckhart. 
Language: Swedish.
Blandad kör/solo (sopran/tenor)    WCM 1600914

Mässa vid höst 
Language: Swedish.
för blandad kör och orgel. Liturgisk text.    WCM1600915

Bist du bei mir 
Musik: Johann Sebastian Bach. Language: German
Ur/From Geistliche Lieder. Arr: Carl Unander-Scharin WCM1600913

Predikaren
Motett nr 2. Blandad kör och orgel/Mixed choir and organ (man.)
Language: Swedish. Text: Ecclesiastes   GE 10653 

To the Unknown God
Motet nr 4 Mixed choir (in three groups) and organ.
Words: Bishop Brynolf  Algotsson, 13th cent. (Latin) 
and Acts 17:23-24 (English)   GE 11063
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